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Abstract
This paper proposes to implement an IPv6 routing infrastructure as a self-organizing overlay network on top of
the current IPv4 infrastructure. The overlay network builds
upon a distributed IPv6 edge router with a master/slave architecture. We show how different slaves can be constructed
to tunnel through NATs and firewalls, as well as to improve
the robustness of the routing infrastructure and to provide
efficient and resilient implementations for features such as
multicast, anycast, and mobile IP, using currently available
peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols. The resulting IPv6 overlay
network would restore the end-to-end property of the original Internet, support evolution and dynamic updating of
the protocols running on the overlay network, make available IPv6 and the associated features to network applications immediately, and provide an ideal underlying infrastructure for P2P applications, without changing networking
hardware and software in the core Internet.

1. Introduction
IPv6 [7], when deployed on a large scale, would solve
many current networking problems. Its 128-bit addresses
would adequately solve the address shortage problem. This
in turn would eliminate the currently widespread use of Network Address Translation (NAT) [21] that destroys the endto-end property of the Internet—the loss of the end-to-end
property consequently prevents the use of IPSec [15] and
complicates the deployment of true peer-to-peer (P2P) applications [16].
Unfortunately, adoption of IPv6 has been slow. This is

because NAT has already solved many of the security and
address shortage problems, thus supporting network applications without requiring the deployment of new networking hardware and software. As a result, there is little incentive to switch. Nevertheless, many popular operating systems do support IPv6 already.
In this paper, we propose to implement an IPv6 routing
infrastructure as an Overlay Network (ON) on top of the
current IPv4 + NAT infrastructure using existing P2P protocols such as Chord [22] and Astrolabe [24]. We believe
our ON would have the following advantages:
• it would allow network applications to adopt IPv6 immediately;
• it would support IPSec, multicast, anycast, and mobile IP;
• it would support P2P applications without the need
for special-purpose Application Level Gateways
(ALGs) and non-standard P2P protocols such as used
both in JXTA [10] and Groove [16];
• it would not require any network hardware or software changes (as a routing infrastructure, IPv4 works
well—why change it?);
• it would be easily evolvable.
We intend this ON to be reliable, efficient, and integrate
seamlessly with existing or future deployments of a native
IPv6 network. While the 6bone [1] is also an ON, the 6bone
has been designed primarily as a testbed for IPv6 protocols.
Unlike the 6bone, which requires manually configured tunnels, our proposed ON is designed to be self-organizing.
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Figure 1. Router Architecture.
Our proposition is interesting to the P2P community for
two reasons. First, our ON is an application of P2P protocols. Second, our ON supports P2P protocols and applications, as it eliminates problems with NAT. This paper focuses on the first reason and describes the architecture of
our proposed solution, as well as how current P2P protocols
can be exploited to implement the multicast, anycast, and
mobile IP features of IPv6.

2. Architecture
Our IPv6 ON is implemented at or near the edge of the
Core Internet (CI). The CI consists of those machines that
are not residing behind NAT boxes or firewall routers and
that have static IPv4 addresses. Its edge consists of the endhosts on the core Internet, and includes server and workstation machines, as well as NAT boxes and firewall routers,
but not internal routers. We will call the collection of machines behind a NAT box or a firewall router a site. We assume that all servers and workstations support IPv6 already,
and thus all they need is an IPv6 routing infrastructure.
How to construct such an ON poses some interesting and
challenging research questions. The objectives are as follows:
• Self-organization: The ON requires no centralized
administration and minimum maintenance, even as
the set of participants grows or changes.
• Robustness: The ON is resilient to certain broken
routes through adaptation.
• IPv6 Features: The ON supports IPv6 multicast,
anycast, mobility, and IPSec.

Our technology builds on a distributed IPv6 edge router.
This router has a master/slave architecture, as depicted in
Figure 1. It consists of a single ON-master, and several ONslaves. Each ON-slave is responsible for part of the IPv6
address space. The ON-master receives messages from ONslaves, and routes messages to ON-slaves based on its local
routing table. ON-slaves can be added or removed dynamically at any time. The ON-master implements the usual
longest prefix matching routing policy.
Our architecture is agnostic about where an ON-slave resides with respect to the ON-master. An ON-slave could
reside on a different machine behind a NAT box or a firewall router, in which case communication between the ONslaves and the ON-master could be through HTTP, where
the ON-master acts as a web server. The first HTTP request
from the ON-slave reports its IPv6 address range to the ONmaster, who can then update its routing table accordingly.
(Similarly, if a connection to an ON-slave breaks, the ONmaster removes the corresponding entry from its routing table.) An ON-slave could also run on the same machine as
the ON-master, in which case IPC, which incurs less overhead, could be used for communication between the two.
We envision a large collection of ON-slaves, for example:
• Gateway Slaves:
A Gateway Slave typically resides within a site—it
acts as an IPv6 gateway for the other machines within
the site, but it may also be deployed on the CI to act as
an IPv6 gateway for IPv6 hosts on the CI. (In the latter case, the Gateway Slave can be deployed on the

same machine as the ON-master.) If the Gateway
Slave is deployed within a site, then the connection
to the ON-master is from inside a firewall or NAT
box to the outside. There is almost always some way
of establishing such a connection. Our current implementation uses HTTP 1.1 over IPv4, which can run
through an HTTP proxy if necessary.
• DHT Slaves:
A DHT Slave tunnels IPv6 messages over IPv4 to
other DHT Slaves. For this, the DHT Slave maps
IPv6 addresses to IPv4 addresses using a Distributed
Hash Table protocol [19, 22, 20, 25]. In fact, we
will use a different Slave for each DHT implementation, and so the IPv6 address range can be subdivided
among the different protocols.
The way the mapping works is as follows. First, each
DHT Slave installs its local IPv6 aggregate address in
the DHT. To look up an IPv6 address, a DHT Slave
first attempts to look the address up as is. If this fails,
the Slave zeroes the last set bit in the address, and
makes another attempt. This continues until the address is all zeroes, at which point the Slave gives up.
If successful, the Slave caches the mapping for some
limited amount of time. (Actually, failed mappings
are also cached, but for a smaller amount of time.)
Note that this technique also supports mobile IP [18]
in a trivial way, simply by updating the DHT for the
moving address.
• Multicast Slaves:
Another class of ON-slaves is responsible for multicasting messages.
There are many so-called
Application-Level Multicast protocols available for
this [5, 9, 14, 3, 4, 17, 26]). Similar to point-topoint routing, the multicast address space can be subdivided among the various protocols. In order to fully
support IPv6 multicast, the Gateway Slave is required
to implement Multicast Listener Discovery [6]. As
IPv4 multicast is poorly supported in today’s IPv4
network, we plan to support IPv4 multicast in our architecture as well.
• Anycast Slaves: Anycast is a routing facility where
an address is mapped to the most appropriate receiver.
For example, all DNS servers could share the same
address, and messages would be routed to the nearest
one. Astrolabe [24] provides a framework for keeping track of and managing resources in a large-scale
network. This framework can serve as a basis for supporting anycast, where a request needs to be routed to
one of a set of possible servers that is most appropriate based on certain metrics.

• Resiliency Slaves: RON [2] is an IPv4 ON that improves the robustness of the connectivity of the core
Internet. This technique may be exploited in an IPv6
ON as well by implementing the appropriate ONslave.
• Bridge Slaves: Bridge Slaves connect our ON with
other existing overlay or native networks, such as the
6bone. A Bridge Slave is often both a slave in our
ON and a router in another network. Therefore, the
Bridge Slave can move packets from one network to
another through standard routing.
• Management Slaves: The dynamic addition and removal of ON-slaves are the responsibility of Management Slaves. The default entry of the routing table
on an ON-master points to a Management Slave, so
that the Management Slave is invoked when no ONslave is found for a certain address. The Management
Slaves could then look up the software for the appropriate ON-slave being requested, download the software, and install the ON-slave on-demand.
The Management Slaves could form a software distribution overlay to facilitate the distribution, lookup,
and management of ON-slave software. Existing
techniques, such as dynamic loading [11] and gossiping [8] for distributing new protocols, could be
used to implement these functions of the Management Slaves.
The Management Slaves also removes ON-slaves
when appropriate. For example, a Multicast Slave
could be removed if no machine in the domains controlled by the ON-master is interested in using the
multicast facility.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of our proposed IPv6
ON. A Gateway Slave connects a local site to the rest of the
ON. The ON-master for the Gateway Slave maintains other
ON-slaves. Every such ON-slave, jointly with the corresponding ON-slaves of other ON-masters, forms an overlay
network. (In the case of Bridge Slaves, the ON-slaves are
part of an existing overlay or native network.)
The large IPv6 address space makes it possible to have
multiple overlay networks of ON-slaves to coexist in different address spaces. Consequently, our ON provides an
ideal platform for testing and comparing a set of protocols
of the same type; for example, different DHT protocols or
different application-level multicast protocols.
The IPv6 addressing architecture [12] provides a convenient way to manage these different address spaces. Services such as multicast and anycast already have their own
address spaces. Furthermore, different TLA IDs (Top-Level
Aggregation Identifier) or NLA IDs (Next-Level Aggregation Identifier) [12] could be assigned to different ON-slave
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Figure 2. An IPv6 Overlay Network.
overlays.1 Consequently, a local machine might have multiple IPv6 addresses (with different TLA IDs or NLA IDs),
one for each ON-slave overlay in which it participates.
Note that we only intend to use these peer-to-peer protocols on our routers. As the set of routers is a relatively
stable collection, many instability concerns that exist with
these protocols when deployed on a dynamic set of workstations do not apply here. Furthermore, by not including in
the ON the end hosts of each site, the proposed architecture
preserves locality within a site, which would otherwise be
lost.
The flexibility of our ON comes in part from the fact that
our routers can run any protocols we deploy, especially with
the help of Management Slaves. The design with Management Slaves is, to some extent, similar to Active Networks
[23], which advocate dynamically programmable routers.
However, an ON does circumvent some difficulties that Active Networks have faced. Most importantly, our ON does
not require changes to, or overheads in the core Internet
routers. Nonetheless, our ON does introduce some overhead due to tunneling between the ON-slaves and the ONmaster. Implementation and detailed measurements are underway to quantify such costs.

3. Conclusion
Our proposed IPv6 Overlay Network implements a network with the following desirable features:
1 This

• End-to-End: Because of the large address space of
IPv6, each node in the network can have a unique
(IPv6) address, at least in space if not in time. The
Internet’s original end-to-end property can thus be restored. Mechanisms such as IPSec, whose operations
hinge on the end-to-end property, are now possible,
as are true peer-to-peer applications.
• IPv6 features: Applications can take advantage of
IPv6 features, such as multicast, anycast, mobile IP,
and IPSec. Applications developed using the IPv6
API can run not only on our ON, but may continue to
run as IPv6 is deployed in various other forms.
• Robustness: Application-level routing techniques
can exploit the redundancy in underlying connectivity to improve robustness.
• Flexibility: Active Networking-like technology allows the network to be upgraded or extended with
new protocols, and is thus able to evolve quickly as
new peer-to-peer routing technology emerges.
We believe all these feature can be implemented efficiently without changes to the existing IPv4 Internet.
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is consistent with the standard practice. For example, the 6bone is assigned a TLA ID 0x1FFE [13].
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